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What our bodies know is a life-giving source of our knowledge of God.
-Melanie May, A Body Knows: A Theopoetics of Death and Resurrection
When, after listening to a poem, people say that they did not understand it and ask for an
explanation, it’s because they have placed the poem in the wrong place, a place inhabited
by thoughts. But a poem is not to be thought out in the head. It is rather to be seen by the
eyes.
-Rubem Alves, Transparencies of Eternity
This paper is an examination of the theopoetics that emerges from deep within the bodies
from a particular space. Written on the body like tattoos, what emerges in not just the Christian
God, but the dual inheritance of many God(s). It is an attempt to look at theopoetics with new
eyes: to see theopoetics in more than just the texts of the ‘known’ poets and theorists, those
names so readily found in the footnotes and bibliographies of famous and aspiring scholars. It is
a new way of doing theopoetic research, one that seeks not just the divine, but sees the marriage
between various Gods and emancipatory politics. In the search for political emancipation, one
community turns to theopoetics not only to galvanize the organizing efforts of its citizens, but to
articulate a greater historical struggle of the marginalized Mexican-Americans, Chican@s and
Latin@s. This paper looks at a particular space (as opposed to a particular text), Alisal,
California, and examines the emergence of theopoetics in its political struggle to emancipate
itself from within the city limits of Salinas, California. The paper looks at how activists,
politicians, religious leaders and the popular press articulate the message of emancipation, with
special attention to theopoetic undertones. First, the paper briefly shows how theopoetics – as
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the destabilizing, decentering and decolonizing language – reverberates in response to the
colonial situation in which the community finds itself and also acts as a poiesis, the creative act
calling forth of the new community. Then, the paper argues that theopoetics provides
marginalized communities a language to play out their contemporary struggles using spiritual,
biblical and suppressed knowledges.
Rubem Alves, reflecting on John 1, suggests the “words [were] spoken to those who had
it written on their bodies: its home” (Alves 1990, 43). This is the story of what words and how
these words are written onto bodies in a particular home. It evokes qualitative methods of
research in order to break the epistemological and Christological shackles of current theopoetic
discourse. The context in which theopoetics is emerging in this particular community is a
theopoetics from the Deep, from the Void, but here, in the beginning there was not just the
Christian God. Instead, the poetics found in this particular community are expressions of
theological musings and visions of the divine, reflecting the Chican@ heritage, the suppressed
knowledges and the disregarded theopoetic contributions of our Nahautl speaking brothers and
sisters.

The paper proposes the following for the field of theopoetics. First, theopoetics can and
should be defined in a manner that is more expansive, multicultural, multilingual and multireligious. Scholarly work until this point dealing exclusively with the term “theopoetics” has
certainly not excluded such voices and traditions, but given this particular researcher’s
geopolitical location and the cultural inheritance of the community under investigation, the
definition of theopoetics necessitates that the definition be broadened. Second, the paper calls
into question the way theopoetics has more recently been done in terms of research. Focusing on
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a variety of locations where theopoetics can emerge in the community, not just in the written
word of the poet, necessarily draws theopoetic discourse into a new realm of understanding of
how and where theopoetics is done. Such methodological change should challenge readers to ask
the question is what follows in this paper even theopoetics? Such questioning will hopefully help
identify the boundaries of this seemingly boundary-less field. Third, the paper draws on the work
of Antonio Gramsci and Walter Mignolo, to address the role of intellectuals engaged in
theopoetics and their responsibility/ability to address the social needs of one’s community.

What the reader will not find proposed in the paper is a series of specific texts from the
community to be examined for theopoetic content. Instead, it is a report of the sites from where
theopoetics are emerging and a few example theopoetic “texts” from which the community
draws inspiration. Because the process of this research is still ongoing and the texts, utterances
and theopoetic content is particular to this time and place, it will be pointed to, but not
reproduced in full content. It is the author’s sincere hope that these sites and locations will serve
as sign posts for future sites where theopoetics can be investigated and created in other
communities. Before we get into the paper itself though, let me offer a working definition of
theopoetics.
The Poet: Defining Theopoetics
Most recently, theopoetic discourse has been largely limited to the realm of the written
word and/or an examination of the spoken word in a Christian context (Alves 1990; Wilder
2001; Barnes 2009; Miller 2010; Faber and Fackenthal 2013). This is certainly not to say that
these texts or thinkers preclude other theopoetic imaginings from various faith and religious
traditions, but I mention it here to point out the context in which theopoetics discourse is taking
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place. For this particular paper, theopoetics emerges from a different space. Theopoetics not only
operates from Catholic/Christian poetics in this context (Goizueta 1996). Theopoetics also draws
on and emerges from the community’s Mexican-American, Chican@ and Nahuatl speaking
ancestry. It is at this intersection, the weaving together of two seemingly disparate worlds, that
this paper is crafted. Because of the dual inheritance of this particular writer (as a member of
both the Western academy and the Alisal community), this paper’s working definition for
theopoetics is the creative language of a community and its members to express “what is above
and what is beyond.”
The definition of theopoetics proposed borrows from L.B.F. Keefe-Perry’s definition that
“theopoetics is a means of making God, of shaping experience of the divine, and the study of
ways in which people come to know the Spirit” (Keefe-Perry 2009, 579-580). In a sense, God
language as Keefe-Perry and others suggest, operates in the community to come to better know
the Christian God. As suggested, the community’s cultural inheritance also includes a different
form and content for the poetic expression of the divine that has been operating in our blood
before the Spanish-Christian conquest. For Chican@s and Mexican-Americans, there is often a
reference to our other origins. Miguel León-Portilla’s work (alongside local knowledges) has
been profoundly influential in bringing about a recovery in this community as to how it
expresses theological concepts in the past and continues to reflect on the divine today. He claims
the Aztecs “explored the possibilities of a new way of saying ‘true words’ about what ‘is above
us, what is beyond.’ The adequate formulation of the theory they developed concerning
metaphysical knowledge also found expression in their poetry” (León-Portilla 1990, 74). LeónPortilla continues to suggest that for the “richness and precision of the Nahuatl language allowed
the tlamatinime to embody in their poetry ‘the only truth on earth.’ Only through metaphor and
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poetry could they utter some truth about, and thus communicate with the divine” (1990, 79).
Tlamatinime are the ‘wise men’ – the intellectuals – of the Nahuatl speaking people, and resisted
and continue to resist much of the tenants and religio-cultural elements introduced by the Friars
during the conquest of Mexico.

Theopoetics in the context of Alisal takes on more than just Christian undertones and
biblical imagery. There is an-other theopeotic historical and theological truth seeking
recognition. This truth resounds in the words of Chicana poet and activist Gloria Anzaldúa who
says “This land was Mexican once, / was Indian always, / and is. / and Will be again”
(Anzaldúa 2007, 25). Such poetics, she continues “in the ethno-poetics and performance of the
shaman, my people, the Indians, did not split the artistic from the functional, the sacred from the
secular, art from everyday life. The religious, social and aesthetic purposes of art were all
intertwined” (2007, 88). These two historical inheritances are not mutually exclusive. The
definition of theopoetics as the creative act exploring what is “above and beyond,” hopes to
embrace both, as many community members have both inheritances written on their bodies.
Theopoetics is the site where these inheritances are expressed, where we meet both ancestors.

The Warrior: Political Resistance on the Ground
Theopoetics emerges in two distinct ways, found through rigorous qualitative research
(Freire 1970; McIntyre 2007; Chevalier and Buckles 2013).The first emergence of theopoetics is
more prominently around current political events (two of which will be discussed at length here).
It almost always carries with it a sense of cultural identity alongside musings about the divine.
Where and from what groups of people are the creative utterances about “what is above and
beyond” occurring? Specifically, public and civic activities are the principal sites of
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investigation, as opposed to literary, academic or ecclesial sites which have been the traditional
sites of theopoetics investigations.
The first question required rigorous study of what was happening on the ground, mapping
the major players and following the popular media and public events – in newspapers, local
news, community events such as town halls and public gatherings. Such an investigation does
not come without its limitations. The most prominent limitation is delineating between
theopoetics, poetry, moving political rhetoric and personal theopoetic utterances. There is no
doubt that the boundary line between what we are calling theopoetics here and the theological
and political poetic utterances of the community members is blurry at best. However, this is a
shortcoming that is expected when looking at a community and the emergence of theopoetics, as
opposed to studying particular theopoetic texts.
Theopoetics also emerges in the community in the manner which “theopoetic activists,”
to borrow from Matt Guynn (2010) or “organic intellectuals” as the paper discusses later, use
theopoetics to affect social change. The latter responds to the challenge issued by Matt Guynn,
when he claims

Theopoetic activists are called to tend to the heart and the imagination and the spiritual
power of people and communities. This is the heart of theopoetics social change—
unlocking personal-power-from-within, engaging myth and theology in new ways,
walking with people while they develop the programs and initiatives that are rooted in
engagement with God and deeply relevant to their own situations (2010, 113).
What follows is an attempt at a theopoetic rendering of the sites where theopoetics emerges,
focusing on two larger struggles for political emancipation.
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Theopoetic Report: Seeing the World with New Eyes
Salinas. A beautiful community, home to John Steinbeck and the setting of many of his
novels, covered in fields of lettuce and broccoli. Like most agricultural communities in the
United States, the fields are labored by Latin@s, Chican@s and Latin Americans. Salinas is
divided into roughly two communities by a major highway – South Salinas (93901) and Alisal
(93905). In South Salinas, the ‘historic’ downtown area, is where one can find all of the city’s
civic buildings – City Hall, Police Headquarters, Court House, etc. This area mirrors the EuroAmerican influence on this space, Greek pillars and Roman arches.
Alisal on the other hand, is a remnant of the Spanish conquest. Clay tiles. Adobe
buildings. Regardless, our God’s have long mixed. A new people. La raza cósmica.1

1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo is signed. A warrior ventures out across
California. He is armed with both the English and Spanish languages. A bandito, a revolutionary,
he laments and avenges the loss of his culture, his land, and in defiance proclaims, “A spirit of
hatred and revenge took possession of me. I had numerous fights in defense of what I believed to
be my rights and those of my countrymen. I believed we were unjustly deprived of the social
rights that belonged to us” (Villa 2000, 22). Though this revolutionary denied it until his death,
in 1875 Tiburcio Vásquez was hanged for murder at the age of 39; he still hangs in the hearts of
many Chicanos.
Today, where students’ imaginations are created/destroyed, community members attempt
to instill a sense of pride in their community, a sense of Chicano communal history, by naming
an elementary school after Vásquez.
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But history is always written by the winners (Alves 2009, 129). Since history remembers
Vasquez as a “bad guy,” South Salinas fights against naming a school after the ‘murderer’
Vasquez. The community is silenced again. We are losers. “We are educated for reality: that is,
we are made to believe that human wholeness depends on our ability to fit into the social
scheme. Life has become a function of something else beside itself, a means to an alien end”
(Alves 2009, 122). Alisal and its people are not represented by this imposed reality.

The people want Vásquez and Alisal to stand on equal footing.

Theopoetics in this community emerges like a double-headed serpent, a symbol from our
ancestors of death and rebirth. Could Christ be reborn in a community where his servants
enslaved us? Following Alves, who claims the poetry of the Bible can be helpful for such
communities “having been written by those who experienced weakness and defeat, i.e., a
community which of necessity had a to be opposed to the triumphant definitions of power and –
derivatively of what was sane or perverted and unsound ...Villains become heroes and heroes
become villains” (2009, 130). As others have noted, the appeal to the Bible as a way to move the
community is a tactic often used by many of the community’s politicians. As Michael Anton of
the Los Angeles Times noted in “Old Guard, young blood clash in Salinas’ halls of powers,” one
of the champions of the movement for Alisal to secede from Salinas, a landscaper, a bilingual
advocate, a Chicano, and a Christian City Council Member Jose Castaneda, is “apt to quote the
Bible and obscure legal codes in the same breath” (Anton 2013). Some theopoetic themes that
emerge in this context appeal to Jesus and his likeness to the Mexican-American plight or in
even more particular instances the poetic musings and prayers discussing the Guadalupe, who
was both native and Catholic. This is not unlike the work of Virgilio Elizondo who retells the
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story of the Guadalupe in Nahuatl, Spanish and English (1997), or suggests “the deepest part of
that worldview is the bedrock of the fundamental religious symbols, providing the ultimate
rootage of the group’s self-identity: the symbols that mediate the absolute” (2010, 10). These
symbols go beyond the Guadalupe, the altars to the divine at the door. Theopoetics emerges from
exploring divine love from locals like Adela Castillo (2006; 2009) or theopoetic hip-hop lyrics of
local rappers and prophets, Pocas Palabras, at local community events:
I’m finding it useful to look into my dreams
To find something Truthful,
From the Gods of my reality
And what I want to make of it,
Rebuilding my Tonalli, my energy…
I had a dream that we all had a voice.
Pocas Palabras (2013), few words, offer their theopoetic insight above in a song entitled
“Dream.” Drawing on Dr. King’s “I Have a Dream,” the song beckons youth in the community
to “dream” with the Gods of their reality, the Aztec Gods noted by the word Tonalli, representing
for these artists the Nahuatl word referencing one’s soul or energy source planted in the head of
the individual by the Gods before birth. The Tonalli connects and drives a person to their destiny.
Theopoetics in this hue engenders and calls forward the Gods of the community for the purpose
of changing the community, to appeal to the God-given life force of individuals to have the
power and courage to change their world. More importantly, Pocas Palabras focus on how such a
theopoetics energizes the dream where everyone has a voice, where all theopoetics are heard.

Gun shots ring out. Gang and youth violence are all the world thinks of Alisal.
Overpopulation and inadequate housing plague the community. In response, the community
draws on its roots. At a public hearing, theopoetics is expressed with the phrase “in the beginning
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was la raza.” This linguistic play between the biblical language introduced by European
colonizers and missionaries – the poetics of John 1 “In the beginning was the word” – and the
reference to “la raza,” the race, tethers the intellectual and political heritage whereby MexicanAmericans, Latin@’s or more specifically, Chicanos, see themselves as neither part of the larger
Anglo-American community in the United States and Salinas in particular, nor do they identify
as Mexicans or Latin Americans, but something other. Theopoetics is the performance through
which this community announces its existence: in the beginning we were here, already, one with
God.

Activists open an organizing meeting with the words of Chicano activist and poet,
Rodolfo Corky Gonzalez, “I am Joaquin.” This anthem of the Chicano movement of the 1960s
ends with the words, “I am Aztec prince and Christian Christ./ I SHALL ENDURE!/I WILL
ENDURE!” (Gonzalez 1967). Endure what though? Oppressive politics? Subjugated
knowledges? Theopoetics emerges from the lips of local artists, who attempt to answer these
questions. Local community leaders at the Cornerstone Theater perform “Plumas Negras,” a
play showcasing three generations of women as they struggle for a better life. The phrase, “Yo
soy Alisal y mi historia cuenta,” is repeated alongside poetic examinations of the divine existing
in the land and in the people (Plumas Negras, by Juliette Carrillo , directed by John Garcés, The
Breadbox Community Center, Alisal, August 8, 2013). Op-eds feature theopoetic musings,
speeches are written, community rallies are held, and Churches and community centers are
overrun with the incantations of orators, activists, pastors; all invoking some form of theopoetics
exploring our ancestral roots through song, dance and poetry. They appeal to Tlaloc,
Hitzilopochtli, Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca. These are the dead whom God’s being resurrected
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for emancipation. Researchers know what these Gods represent, know their power. “Theopoetics
instead, /empty cages, /words which are uttered out of and before the void” (Alves Poet 99).
Alisal, sycamores,
Born of the feathered Serpent,
Died under the Risen Christ,
Resurrected by Vásquez, bandito, liberator,
Theopoetics: reimagined politics.
The Prophet: the Need for Public Intellectuals from/for Theopoetics
Reimagined politics. What role does theopoetics have in reimagining politics, and to
rewriting history? In a word, “theopoetic activists,” to borrow from Guynn, have a responsibility
to construct and participate in the creative process of writing and speaking (speaking being an
often overlooked piece of the poetic process) of “the word which resurrects the dead” (Alves
1990, 137). But how is this work accomplished? Above we received a bird’s eye view of a
particular community’s sites and location for theopoetics. But theopoetics is not something that
just happens or is natural to the community. The word itself is foreign. As academics and
researchers investigating theopoetics, we are in a sense the Enlightened that Alves speaks of:
The villagers were all silent and smiled as the Enlightened began telling the truth. But
they did not tell stories. They opened thick books, treatises, commentaries, confessions –
the crystallized results for their work. And it is reported that, as they spoke, the stars
began to fade away till they disappeared, the dark clouds covered the moon. The sea was
suddenly silent and the warm breeze became a cold wind. When they finished telling the
truth of history and interpretation the villagers returned to their homes. And, no matter
how hard they tried, they could not remember the stories they used to tell. And they slept
dreamless sleep (Alves 1990, 71).
How do we keep dreams alive? How do we resurrect our Gods when they were buried by
our God? How do we choose what words to speak in light of such a paradox between crucifier
and crucified?
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Theopoetic activists can borrow from Antonio Gramsci the idea of organic intellectuals.
To draw on the “organic intellectual,” the argument hinges on the idea that all language, and
especially theopoetics is political and/or its use is politically motivated. Allow me first to turn to
where those involved in theopoetics have already called for this sort of intellectual and political
work. First, Guynn suggests that the “theopoet leader is a change agent who speaks not just in
slogan and catchphrase, but form the currents of a deeper life” (2010, 106). Theopoets have at
their disposal not only an understanding of the work of other theopoetic musings, from a variety
of faith and religious traditions. Second, Alves asserts that poets “are among the few who
perceive the farce” (1990, 113). The farce for Alves is power over others. The power of Salinas
and its Anglo-American citizens over the Alisal community is beyond just that of our market
value, wage earnings or socio-political capital, but theological power as well. Do or can our
heroes and Gods stand on the same ground as the Christian God? Can we imagine Vásquez, the
bandito revolutionary, as he hangs, as a martyr/savior for the Chicano people? Theopoetic
activists from the community have their home written on their bodies.
Yo Soy Alisal, mi paraíso.
Tiburcio Vásquez, Aztec prince, Cristo
Perhaps this is why Alves harkens to one of our greatest poets, Octávio Paz, saying “A
word is heard and the body trembles. But this trembling is only possible if body and word are the
same thing” (1990, 55). Finally, as Catherine Keller notes in a conversation with John Caputo,
“consciously or not, avowedly or not, the political order has theological roots; whenever we
order political space we also and inevitably have God on our mind” (Caputo and Keller 2007,
105). Theopoetic activists have the ability to be the change-agents and are attuned to the farce of
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power of some over others and understand that their words have both theological and political
weight.
What is the work then of the theopoetic activist? Gramsci’s organic intellectual provides
some guide posts for the theopoetic activist. Antonio Gramsci’s distinction between traditional
and organic intellectual delineates between a theopoetics that rests in the word alone and the
theopoetics that rises from the community to resist cultural hegemony. To be clear, all work
requires some form of the intellect and the following distinctions between “intellectuals” and
“classes” are far more permeable today than this paper permits (Gramsci 2007, Volume II, 215).
However, Gramsci claims that the traditional intellectuals are those intellectuals who work to
maintain or build social hegemony, and whose origins are connected to “slavery in the classical
world,” and continued through history to absorb “most intellectual activity and exercised a
monopoly of intellectual administration, including penal sanctions against those who sought to
oppose or even elude the monopoly” (2007, Volume II, 203). He includes in the traditional
intellectual group the aristocracy, governing and intellectual members of the Church, academics,
new members of a managerial class, etc., and all those intellectuals who go largely untouched by
the ebb and flow of history. These are the sort of intellectuals we are seeking to avoid both in
the field of theopoetics and in Alisal.

On the other hand, the organic intellectuals are those who rise from their own social
conditions to lead and counter cultural hegemony by the dominating class. And like Gramsci, we
are concerned here with the function of organic intellectuals, because this group, unlike
traditional intellectuals, has the capacity to resist cultural hegemony. Theopoetic activists have
the ability to be those organic intellectuals, to educate in a theopoetic “common school” of sorts.
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For Gramsci, the common school refers to the educational environment in which the organic
intellectual as political educator promotes “general humanistic culture, with the right balance
between development of the ability to work manually (technically, industrially) and development
of the ability to think, to work intellectually” (2007, Volume II, 209). The theopoetics common
school would reach the appropriate balance between working for social change, as Guynn so
eloquently pointed out, and teaching the community to think, write and speak poetically about
what is “above and beyond.” So what are the tasks of the organic intellectual as a theopoetic
activist?

The work of the organic intellectual involved in theopoetics involves at least three main
tasks and have been demonstrated, albeit tacitly, throughout this paper. The first is educating
mediating between the dialectic of learning and unlearning. The second is making an invitation
to decolonize theopoetics as both a theoretical field and as a practice. And third, the organic
intellectual involved in theopoetics must educate for a new theopoetic imagining.

The dialectic between learning and unlearning is really to participate in the pedagogical
dance of how we are taught to construct our worlds through language and then how to unlearn
those constructions in order to learn again. As Alves puts it: “one must unlearn in order to learn
anew” (1990, 19). In the case of Alisal, it means unlearning the Christo-centric theopoetics as the
central expressions of freedom from bondage, and learning again that the “Nahuas, in attempting
to explain the original of all that exists, arrived metaphorically – by the path of ‘flower and song’
– at the discovery of an ambivalent being, an active generating principle which was at the same
time a passive receptor capable of conceiving” (León-Portilla 1990, 83). Only after one has
unlearned the history of the winners can one begin to learn the poetry of the subjugated voices.
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For theopoetics in general, this means unlearning the method(s) of research that has come to
define Christian theological knowledge and theopoetics as a field, and explore new texts and new
sites where theopoetics are emerging. This is the ongoing process of conversation between the
organic intellectual as theopoet and his or her community. From body to word, from word back
to body.

Following the theme of unlearning, decolonizing theopoetics as a practice, while not
explicitly used as a concept, has been a running thread throughout this paper. In his seminal
work, Local Histories/Global Designs: Coloniality, Subaltern Knowledges, and Border
Thinking, Walter Mignolo claims that “universal histories in the past five hundred years have
been embedded in global designs. Today, local histories are coming to the forefront and, by the
same token, revealing the local histories from which global designs emerge in their universal
drive” (2012a, 21). The investigation of Alisal for its unique manifestations of theopoetics and
also participating in theopoetic theory and practice can be a decolonial practice. Mignolo asserts
that “decolonizing epistemology means to decolonize naturalized principles on which knowledge
is built, in disciplinary formations as well as in ideological discourse in the public sphere”
(2012b, 22). Such work dances on the thin wire that theopoetics as a field has been dancing on
for some time. This thin wire is where “theological politics and egological politics of knowledge
are grounded on racial presuppositions and male heterosexuality. Thus to decolonize knowledge
means to move away from all that, to de-link from rules of the game managed by modern
imperial languages and institutions” (2012b, 29). This is not unlike what J. Blake Huggins
suggests in “Writing on the Boundary Line: Theopoetics as the Eschatological Breaking of
Form,” when he states “theology as a poetics must gesture beyond its present forms, positioning
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itself such that it transgresses its traditional conventions in order to speak of that which always
elides its ironclad grasp” (2011, 6). Where decolonizing theopoetics as practice differs from
Huggins, is the way in which a decolonizing theopoetics as practice emerges from communities
of resistance, communities seeking liberation from Western traditional intellectuals monopoly on
history, on naming God, and displaying our own theopoetic practice and epistemological
histories.
For those of us who following Gloria Anzaldúa “continually walk out of one culture, /
and into another, / because I am in all cultures at the same time. / alma entre dos mundos, tres,
cuatro, / me zumba la cabeza con lo contradictorio. / Estoy norteada por todas las voces que me
hablan/ simultáneamente,” such decolonizing does not mean there is necessarily a need to shed
our Western epistemological inheritance, which is impossible (2007, 99). Rather, it is to dwell in
the ambiguity, in the contradiction that such dual inheritance brings to our scholarship. More
importantly, it is to actively engage in the uncovering and bringing to the table our own
theopoetic practice, which have a long and distinguished history (Curl 2005). Or to put it simply,
as one member of the Alisal community said when offered a definition of theopoetics: yeah,
we’ve been doing that for a long time. Decolonizing theopoetics as practice actively and
simultaneously investigates the expression or lost expression of subjugated knowledges and then
teaches the community to express such knowledges alongside or in conversation with others,
whether it be other communities in the struggle, the academy, spiritual and religious centers and
or the political arena. Following our discussion of the organic intellectual, Mignolo asserts that
such decolonizing work sets “the task of all of us who are engaged in decolonial thinking,
decolonizing Western epistemology, and generating decolonial epistemologies want to have a
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transformative impact on public opinion, through our teaching and interventions in the public
domain through whatever means (blogs, independent media, inter-net-working, radio when it
applies, video-making, etc.)” (2012b, 40). This brings us to the third task of the organic
intellectual involved in theopoetics: educating for a new theopoetics of imagining.
Gramsci asserts that “intellectuals develop slowly, far more slowly than any other social
group, because of their very nature and historical function. They represent the entire cultural
tradition of a people; they seek to express and synthesize the whole of its history” (1994, 336).
This paper has attempted to capture the struggle of Alisal and the emergence of theopoetics from
the community centering on the naming of a school after Tiburcio Vásquez and the subsequent
political outcry and possible secession of Alisal from within the city of Salinas. More
importantly, it has attempted to gesture towards the decolonial theopoetic options: attempting to
write and explore the ways in which language about the “above and beyond” is used and aids in
the emancipation of the Alisal community. Such ways of speaking, investigating and reimagining
the divine and one’s present context are learned skills and acquired knowledge. Organic
intellectuals engaged in theopoetics are tasked to participate in the learning and educating
towards a multilingual, multicultural and multi-religious theopoetics that works to emancipate
the community. In a sense, this work addresses Guynn’s contention that “if theopoetics is to keep
growing towards its real promise of more powerful engagements with Mystery-Absence-GodPresence, then theopoetics will need to find life not only in the pages of journals, but also in
worship services that midwife the new/ancient humanity, and in incarnate experiments of
struggles for justice/peace” (2010, 106). For Alisal and other global communities, the work of
educating for a new theopoetics of imagining requires two distinct moves. First, organic
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intellectuals must be committed to the work of unearthing the theopoetic imaginary of one’s
ancestors, including Christian and indigenous undertones if such exist, and placing such
knowledges in critical dialogue with one’s contemporary struggle. The second move is to
construct and cultivate an environment for the community’s construction of a theopoetics
drawing on the knowledge of one’s intellectual and spiritual inheritance, as well as gesturing
towards a newly imagined community.
After the resurrection,
Comes the community,
From the flowers and song,
Imagining.
Theopoetics for Emancipatory Politics: Above and Beyond
Theopoetics has good bones. And like Ezekiel in the valley, these bones will rise. But it
is takes more than just speaking words for creation to emerge out of the Void. The organic
intellectual engaged in a theopoetics for political emancipation must always participate in the life
of the community. What has been sketched out here is a far cry from a particular community and
its members to have its theopoetics heard and acknowledged. Every time we think politically, we
have our God(s) on our mind, following Keller. Thus, for theopoetics to emerge as a field that
engenders liberation and emancipation, theopoetic intellectuals need to recognize the importance
of the Gods and theopoetics of others. It is a multicultural and multi-religious plea for the field of
theopoetics to see that such work is being done already, in every corner of the globe, and it is
being done for political emancipation. The only thing left to do is to participate. Educate. To
write. Write the spiritual texts that guide social movements. Following Holland, “as a theopoetics
it is a kind of writing. It is a kind of writing that invites more writing. Its narratives lead to other
narratives, its metaphors encourage new metaphors, its confessions and its conversations invite
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more conversations” (Holland 2006, 128-129). This paper hopes to expand the field of
theopoetic investigation and imagination beyond writing, expanding the boundaries to where
theopoetics emerges: in our homes. The paper challenges the reader to write and perform
theopoetics in their own community to bring about a more just and peace world, and to
investigate the lost and subjugated theopoetics of their own context. Alves’s words dance before
us, “If, by chance, the body remembers the forgotten Word which abides in its flesh as a love
story, it finds its way back home. It is possessed by its dreams and is resurrected from death”
(1990, 57). Home, my divine love story, possessed by the God’s of my reality.

Most importantly, the paper suggests that the work of theopoetics is multilingual,
multicultural and embraces the full range of imaginings. It draws back to all of our ancestors for
those images of the Divine that continue to sustain us in our struggles. Theopoetics follows the
words of one of Salinas’s most famous prophets, John Steinbeck, in To a God Unknown. The
protagonist Joseph, with his wife Elizabeth, stand before a pass, that leads to a valley that “is
holy—and this is old. This is ancient and holy” (1995, 32). The land is Alisal. Joseph in the face
of this Holy land says
Do not be afraid. I tell you I have thought without words. Now let me grope a moment
among the words, tasting them, trying them. This is a space between the real and the
clean, unwavering real, undistorted by the sense. Here is a boundary…This is a symbol of
the undistorted real. I have a moment in my heart, different in shape, in texture, in
duration from any other moment…Christ in his little time on the nails carried within his
body all the suffering that ever was, and in him it was undistorted (1995, 54).
In this valley, I pen this paper.
Between my ancestors.
This space, grasping for words, leads me back,
Back home, the body remembers its Gods.
My Gods are resurrected.
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1

See José Vasconcelos, La Raza Cósmica (1925). Philosopher, educator, politician, Vasconcelos argues that in the
Mexican people all the races came together. The Mexican people draw on their European conquistadors, those
brought to the Americas by slavery, and those people that resided in North and Central America. This ‘fifth race’
would bring about a universal era of humanity, a new civilization: Universópolis. His theory is only mentioned here
because it is known in the community and forms one of the ideological backdrops to the Chican@ use of la raza.
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